PAPERCRAFT **Seeburg LPC-1 Jukebox**

by Bryan Bedell (brybed@gmail.com), thanks to Calvin and Kingston!

I need a “winter project” to keep me sane through the long Chicago winters. This year, I finally (with a lot of help) got our 1962 Seeburg LPC-1 jukebox running again. On the last day of school before the COVID-19 quarantine in Chicago, my son Calvin brought home an origami piano that his friend Kingston taught him to make, and I thought “That shape looks familiar!” During our first weekend of quarantine, I made this model based on the origami piano.

Print “A” and “B” aligned back-to-back on a sheet of paper, and trim to a square, then fold as shown. Print “C” at the same size on another sheet, cut it out, and glue it in place. Hopefully this project entertains you for a little while you’re housebound. Need background music while you build it? Visit 2strokebuzz.com/jukebox for our current playlist! *Stay safe, stay home, stay sane!*
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